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KIOS researchers showcase their work to the President of the 
European Commission Ursula Von der Leyen 

 

The President of the European Commission 

Ursula Von der Leyen, accompanied by the 

President of the Republic of Cyprus Nicos 

Anastasiades, visited the University of 

Cyprus and met researchers from the KIOS 

Research and Innovation Center of 

Excellence on the 8th of July 2021. 

[Read More] 

 

KIOS and Cyprus Ministry of Transport collaborate in the area of 
intelligent and sustainable transportation networks 

 

A Memorandum of Understanding was signed between the 
University of Cyprus and the Cyprus Ministry of Transport, 
Communications and Works. The agreement supports the 
collaboration between the KIOS Center of Excellence at the 
University of Cyprus and the Ministry of Transport for 
research and innovation activities to support green, 
efficient, and sustainable transportation networks. 

[Read More] 

 

Important research and innovation collaborations to support the 
digital and green transformation of the city of Larnaca 

 

On the 28th of September 2021, the KIOS Research and 
Innovation Center of Excellence at the University of Cyprus 
signed Memorandums of Understanding with Larnaca 
Municipality, Larnaca’s Water Board, and Larnaca’s 
Sewerage and Drainage Board, to support the digital and 
green transformation of the city of Larnaca. 

[Read More] 

 

Research Projects 

EU research project to develop safe 
and reliable Multi-Robot Systems 

Defence project to enhance the 
operational capabilities of the 
Cyprus National Guard 

This project aims to develop a new generation 
of Multi-Robot Systems, utilizing AI/ML among 
other approaches to design dependable and 
secure multi-robot systems for key European 
sectors including Healthcare, Manufacturing, 
Agri-food, and Infrastructure Inspection.  

[Read More] 

The defence research project “THISEAS” aims at 
developing an electronic situational awareness 
and decision support system to improve the 
Cyprus National Guard’s operational 
capabilities.   

[Read More] 

 

European Defence Agency visits the KIOS Center of Excellence 

 

A fruitful discussion and exchange of views on EU 
research and innovation defence and security priorities 
took place during the visit from the European Defence 
Agency (EDA) Chief Executive, Mr. Jiří Šedivý, to the KIOS 
Center of Excellence at the University of Cyprus, on the 
11th of October 2021. 

[Read More] 

 

Successful Training Course on Cyber-Security by the KIOS CoE 

 

On the 14th and 15th of September 2021, the KIOS Research 
and Innovation Center of Excellence at the University of 
Cyprus in collaboration with Imperial College London 
organized a 2-day training course on Cyber-Security. The 
course was held online due to the COVID-19 pandemic and 
attracted postgraduate students, researchers and engineers 
who wanted to expand their knowledge in Cyber-Security 
related areas. 

[Read More] 

 

Scholarships and employment opportunities offered at  
the KIOS Center of Excellence 

 

The KIOS Center of Excellence announces 10 Master-level 
Scholarships for the MSc program in Intelligent Critical 
Infrastructure Systems, starting in September 2022. 
Scholarships will be awarded based on merit and can cover 
up to 100% of the tuition fees.  

[Read More] 
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The KIOS CoE has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research 
and innovation programme under grant agreement No 739551 (KIOS CoE) and from 
the Government of the Republic of Cyprus through the Deputy Ministry of Research, 

Innovation and Digital Policy. Complementary funding for the KIOS CoE is also 
provided by the University of Cyprus and Imperial College London.  
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